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hill, might be correct so far as the'direction of the surface wind is concerned, but it probably would entail a long run on the ground and its consequent danger.
Eddies of a very different type, relatively small and so turbulent as to have no well-defined axis of rotation, are formed, as is well known, by a flow of strong winds past the side or corner of a building, steep cliff, and the like. In reality, such disturbances are, perhaps, more of the "breaker" type, presently to be discussed, than like smoothly-flowing vortices, and should be avoided whenever the wind is above a light breeze.
Air Torrents.—Just as water torrents are due to drainage down steep slopes, so, too, gravity winds strong enough to be called "air torrents" owe their origin to drainage down steep, narrow valleys. Whenever the surface of the earth begins to cool through radiation, or otherwise, the air in contact with it becomes correspondingly chilled and, because of its increased density, flows away to lower levels except when held in check, or even driven up, by opposing winds. Hence, when the weather is clear, and there is no counter wind, there is certain to be air drainage down almost any steep valley during £he late afternoon and most of the night. When several such valleys run into a common one, like so many tributaries to a stream, and especially when the upper reaches contain snow, and the whole section is devoid of forest, the aerial river is likely to become torrential in nature along the lower reaches of the drainage channel.
A flying machine attempting to land in the mouth of such a valley after the air drainage is well begun is in danger of going from relatively quiet air into an atmosphere that is moving with considerable velocity, at times amounting almost to a gale. If one must land at such a place and time, he should head up the valley so as to face the wind. If he heads down the valley and thereby runs with the wind, he will, on passing into the swift air, lose his support, or much of it, for reasons already explained, and correspondingly drop.
Air Breakers.—The term "air breakers" is used here in analogy with water breakers as a general name for the rolling, dashing, and choppy winds that accompany thunderstorm conditions. They often are of such violence, up, down, and sideways, in any and every direction, that an aeroplane in their grasp is likely to have as uncontrolled and disastrous a landing as would be the case in an actual hole of the worst kind.
Fortunately, "air breakers" usually give abundant and noisy warnings, and hence the cautious aviator seldom need be, and, as a matter of fact, seldom is, caught in so dangerous a situation. However, more than one disaster is attributable to just such turbulent winds as these— air breakers.
This class of winds must be avoided also by the balloon when near the surface, and should be even when high up. Indeed the heaviest

